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1. Brief introduction of the candidate

Goran Lapcevic was born on March 17,lg70 in Serbia. He holds a master's degree
from the University of Belgrade. He also completed a second master's degree at
the same university. He has 18 years of professional experience in the field of
providing services for economic development of business. He is a lecturer at the
College of Professional Business in KruSevac. He was the director of the regional
center for development of small and medium enterprises. He is the chairman of
the assembly ofthe association of regional development agencies of serbia. Goran
Lapcevic also holds other management positions in various state and international
institutions. He has been and continues to be the leader of many national and
international projects. There are a large number of publications. He speaks
English and Slovenian.

2. Relevance of the problem

Grape growing and wine production is an important sub-sector of Serbian
agriculture. Serbia is in a favorable zone for grape growing and wine production.
There are a large number of wineries in the country and their production depends
entirely on the production of grapes. The efficiency of grape and wine production
is very closely related to the modem conditions of economic business.



In this regard, the current research and dissertation is not only relevant but also
important in practice for Serbia.

3. Purpose, tasks, hypotheses and research methods

The subject of the dissertation is a study of the competitiveness of wine production
in wineries in Serbia.

It can definitely be said that the cornpetitiveness tactor is very in-rportant fbr this
agricultural sub-sector, becar-rse although Serbia l'ras a long tradition in wine
production, there is a lot of competition in this part of Europe. This sl"rows that the
subject of the dissertation research is ven, precisely deflned.

The subject of the study are 21 wineries in Serbia. The wine-growing regions and
districts are defined in the development depending on their production of grapes
with a cerlain sugar content. This is an irnportant issue because it is closely linked
to the quality of grapes and wine and its competitiveness on the market.

The aim of the disserlation is to analyzethe value chains in the wine business and
propose measures to improve the cor-npetitiVeness in the subsector.

I believe that the goal is l'erv cleitt'. prccise anci cor-rcise. It full,r,corresponds to the
title of the disser-rarion.

The research tasks are also precisely definecl and arrangecl in an order that allows
to achieve the set goal. This orcler allou,s to provicle infbrmation fiom the previous
to the next research tasks.

The hypotheses of the disserlation are cleflned by the general hypothesis. They are
related to the problems that have to be solvecl in the subsector and which of them
occupy which place in the general hypothesis.

The rnethods r-rsed in the research are traclitional and make it possible to make a
complete and good anall'sis of the ob.ject ancl its structurres. Thev allow the
conclusions to be reliable and achieve the pr-rrpose of the str_rdy.

4. visualization ancl presentation of the obtainecl results

The disserlation is 180 pages long ancl inclucles fbur parts, covering the theoretical
statements, analysis of the objects, recorrrrrendations and conclusions. The
materials are presented in tables and figures tl-rat reflect the analysis and condition
of the studied object.

The visualization and presentation of the researched object and the results are well
formed and reflect the essence of the research.



5. Discussion of the results and used literature

In the theoretical parl, a detailed analvsis of the zoning of viticulture in Serbia by
regions, districts and localities is rracle. Atie r this analysis, the condition of the
wineries is indicated in general.

In this part, which is theoretical, the [a*'s :rnd other normative docurnents of
Serbia related to the production of grapes and wine are discussed in detail. The
author of the dissertation pays great attention to the prospects fbr the development
of winemaking in Serbia. I believe that this is one of the doctoral student's
contributions, which is of great practical importance.

The questions of the theoretical bases and tl"re analysis of the chains of values in
the production of grapes and wine are considered by the doctoral stuclent in the
second chapter of the disserlation. Here he pays great attention to the
competitiveness of this sub-sector. The discussion is done at regional and
production site levels. The author makes an analvsis of the literary sources from
the point of view of econorric theon,. lhc'lirctors related to corrpetitiveness are
considered in detail. In this part ol'the revicu o1'thc literature on the problern the
doctoral student presents his vie'uvs, which is also a contribr-rtion to the disserlation.

The author of the study makes a good analysis and discussion of the publications
related to the strategies fbr achieving corr-rpetitive advantage. In this part of the
analysis, he cites the most f-arnoLrs authors of recent years in this field. He pays
special attention to Por-ter and his r-nodel related to the company's strategies.

The doctoral student has given a special place to the publications related to the
analysis of the value chain. This is con'ect because these materials relate to the
problem of disset'tation work. I-le drau,s concrete conclusions about the most
important f-actors influencing the r,alue chain. It pays particr-rlar attention to
technological, infbrrnational and environtxental factors.

In this parl of the development. thc aLrtl-ror'\'erv ri,ell deflrres the costs of the rnain
activities related to the value cl"rain. lt is clurite correct to arrange, which makes as

elements of the value chain and their orcler of importance. narnely - incorning
logistics, operations, outgoing logistics and support activities.

The doctoral student also presented verv well the costs of supporting producers.
It presents not only the costs in total terms. br-rt also in structure.

The personal contribr-rtion of tl-re doctor:il stLrdent in this part of the dissertation is
the way of considering the competitiveness in terms of costs. It also determines
how to increase it in relation to individr-ral groups of wineries. The author's



contribution to the dissertation is his stLrdl, of the attitudes and opinions of
winemakers.

Based on this in-depth analysis, the doctoral sturdent makes recommendations that
are also the author's contribution. All infbnrration is a personal file of the doctoral
student, through questionnaire collection, according to the rnethodology. As a

result, the doctoral student offers a model of creating a value chain for wineries.
This is the author's contribution and an irnportant par-t of the project parl of the
disserlation. Here are the conclusions that or-rtline the main problerns of grape
growers such as: very small plots, poor rllral structure, outdated machinery,
expensive bank loans and lack of state interest in support. Tl-rese conclusions allow
the author to make cerlain recommendations. which are also a contribution to the
disserlation.

Inthis part of the dissertation the resr,rlts of the analysis of the value chain of the
wine producers are presented. Here the tvpes ol costs and their structure are
analyzed in great detail. Ar-rthor's cc'rr-rtribLrtion is the problerns he identifies for
wine producers, grouping them as: lack of flnanciaI resources, lack of infbrmation
about possible state supporl and deurand for wine as a very irnportant problem. In
this regard, the author makes certain recommendations.

Contributions to the dissertation are the presented nerv challenges fbr the value
chain of wine. Here are the sta-q,es of the value chain of wine and their
characteristi cs.

In this part of the development tl"re author's contribution is the predictions fbr
future research, which according to hin-r are: global environmental costs,
methodological challenges, flnancial challer-ices, econornic and market
challenges, clusters. The PhD student eramines each of these challenges in great
detail.

At the end of the dissertation is presented a cletailed conclr-rsion and report on the
implementation of the hypotheses.

The used literature is sufficient botl-r in volume and in titles and includes new.
modern publications.

6. Contributions to the dissertation

The author points out five main contributions to the disserlation. Since they are
not divided into scientific and scientifically applied, I allow rnyself to divide them
into these two groups.

I. Scientific contributions



l. A methodology for research, analysis and evaluation of the value chain in grape

growing and wine production in Serbia has been adapted and applied.

2. Empirical data for the units in the value chain are analyzed and synthesized.

3. Approaches have been developed for improving the problem units in the value
chain for the researched sector.

IL Scientific and applied eontributions

1. The existing approaches for analysis and evaluation of the sectors, clusters and

industries presented as a chain of values in the organization of the wine business

in Serbia are analyzed.

2. Diagnosis of the chain of values in the sector has been performed and the
problem units have been identified.

7. Critical remarks and questions

1. There is no list of abbreviations.

8. Published articles and citations

I accept the number of publications as completely suffrcient. They are directly
related to the topic of the dissertation.

The abstract fully corresponds to the materials included in the dissertation.

CONCLUSION

Based on the different research methods learned and applied by the doctoral
student, the correctly conducted research, the summaries and conclusions made,I
believe that the presented dissertation meets the requirements of: ZRASRB and

the Regulations of the AgriculturalUniversity for its application, which gives me
reason to .

I would like to suggest to the esteemed scientific jury to vote positively and to
award Goran (Zoran) Lapcevic the educational and scientific degree DOCTOR in
the scientific specialty: Organization and management of production (agriculture
and sub-sectors).
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